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Abstract
DanceGraph is an architecture for synchronized
online dancing overcoming the latency of net-
worked body pose sharing. We break down this
challenge by developing a real-time bandwidth-
efficient architecture to minimize lag and reduce
the timeframe of required motion prediction for
synchronization with the music’s rhythm. In
addition, we show an interactive method for the
parameterized stylization of dance motions for
rhythmic dance using online dance correctives.
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1 Introduction

DanceGraph addresses the challenge of achiev-
ing synchronized online dancing against the la-
tency inherent in the transmission of network
signals among remote dance partners. We use a
divide-and-conquer approach of firstly develop-
ing an efficient architecture for the lowest pos-
sible lag of interactive immersive experiences
[10]. Secondly, our system designed for lag
reduction, virtuously contributes to lower dura-
tions of required motion prediction necessary for
assured synchronization according to the rhythm
of the dance’s music. Therefore, we present
two primary networked dance latency counter-

measures,

• Our engine-agnostic DanceGraph architec-
ture that achieves reduced end-to-end la-
tency by providing as-direct-as-possible
paths from sensors to display

• Real-time dance correctives applied as
rhythmic motion predictions to present
multiple body motions synchronized with
local music for each online dance partner’s
experience

We offer a high-performance technique for
reducing the bandwidth required for real-time
animation in a lossless manner, utilizing data-
driven bounds specifically tailored for use in
synchronous online dancing. An additional out-
come of our online dance correctives is a param-
eterized stylizing of dance motions for rhythmic
dance. Finally, we assess implementation alter-
natives for networked avatar frameworks includ-
ing high-performance network transport layers
in our open-source DanceGraph solution.

2 Related Work

Numerous research studies have delved into the
realm of human motion synthesis [2, 18, 7], with
a focus on understanding the relationship be-
tween different modalities, such as dance and
music, for improved sophistication of motion
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synthesis. These works are related to our meth-
ods in the sense that motion synthesis can be
developed for the purpose of motion predic-
tion in reducing latency in online dancing. Ini-
tially, in motion synthesis, statistical models
have been prevalent, and the motion segments
were synthesized by selecting from a database
that matched the features of the music segment,
such as rhythm, structure, and intensity [14, 4].

More recently, deep learning approaches in-
clude, ChoreoMaster [3] which employs an em-
bedding module to capture the music-dance con-
nection, and San et al’s DeepDance [15] is a
cross-modal association system that correlates
dance motion with music. Lee et al. [20] present
a decomposition-to-composition framework that
utilizes MM-GAN for music-based dance unit
organization. Yang et al [19] utilize normal-
izing flow techniques to learn the probability
distribution of dance motions, which are condi-
tioned on input music beats and artist-generated
keyframes, so as to interpolate plausible dance
motions between the keyframes. Aristidou et al
[1] breaks dance motions into intermediate-sized
components, called motifs, with temporal length
of roughly two beats; these are synthesized and
combined with features derived from the mu-
sical spectrum and concatenated into a higher-
level dance choreography. Pan et al [13] uses
a complex set of encoders and a dataset made
of dance motions to allow fine-grained con-
trol of generated motion sequences. In Dance-
Former [8], a kinematics-enhanced transformer-
guided networks were used for motion curve
regression while in DanceNet [20], a musical
context-aware encoder fuses music and motion
features. Recently, cross-modal transformers
such as, Transflower [16], have been success-
fully applied to model the distribution between
music and motion.

Wang et al. [17] introduce a novel task of
Music-driven Group Dance Synthesis, where the
goal is to synthesize group dance with style col-
laboration. To address this challenging task,
the work constructs a rich-annotated 3D Multi-
Dancer Choreography dataset (MDC) and pro-
poses a framework called GroupDancer, consist-
ing of three stages: Dancer Collaboration, Mo-

tion Choreography, and Motion Transition. To
make the model trainable and able to synthesize
group dance with style collaboration, the authors
propose mixed training and selective updating
strategies. The proposed GroupDancer model
is evaluated on the MDC dataset and shown
to synthesize satisfactory group dance synthe-
sis results with style collaboration. The goal of
music-conditioned dance synthesis is to gener-
ate dance motion sequences that are associated
with a given musical context. Here, they also ap-
ply music-conditioned dance synthesis, but in-
stead for the purpose of latency correction of
synchronous online dance experiences.

Recent excellent work in motion and shape
capture from sparse markers (MoSh) [9] synthe-
sizes convincing full-body soft tissue reproduc-
tions of body motions from sparse pose inputs.
With Loper et al’s lifelike non-rigid human body
poses, we apply our novel synchronous dance
correctives of sparse body poses in real-time for
realistic avatar visualization.

3 As-Direct-as-Possible Networked
Dance Architecture

DanceGraph is a low-latency networked archi-
tecture for online dancing and avatar-driven so-
cial interactions, with a driving principle of as-
direct-as-possible digital paths between input
sensors and output displays and actuators. The
architecture comprises flexible modular specifi-
cations of event-driven processing [12] with in-
put sensor and output actuator producers and
consumers processing live streams of multi-
modal data, selectively published and subscribed
to [5] according to the access of each guest’s
available devices and compute power.

Integration with virtual worlds is realized
through existing game engines, all connected
and communicating in a client-server frame-
work. However, each output device can be
driven directly from DanceGraph, e.g., for fast
response of haptic actuators, or from within con-
nected adapter components of the attached game
engine. These elements are built around fast
real-time rendering display output with tuned in-
tegration of virtual reality head-mounted display
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Figure 1: A DanceGraph client receives sensor inputs locally from that guest’s devices along with
remote guests’ signals (via the Network Transport Producer) and applies (Signal Manager)
composed outputs as directly as possible to attached displays and actuators. That is, clients
intercept hardware sensor signals before they arrive at media applications circumventing the
latency of buffered engine updates.

(HMD) motion-adapted rendering.
And so, the key enabler of lower latency in the

architectural design of DanceGraph is this inter-
cept of signals before they arrive in the client
software update loop. Signals from local sen-
sor hardware are sent to the client application at
the same time as they are sent to the network
so that client software-related sources of latency
are avoided. (Figure 1). DanceGraph is open
source1 and extensible with custom proprietary
components or further open source services pro-
viding access to new sensors and devices with
adapters for Unity and launcher application for
independent DanceGraph servers.

3.1 Decoupled and Engine-Agnostic

Online interactive media applications such as
networked dancing experiences typically use off-
the-shelf game engines such as Unity or Unreal
Engine to reduce the implementation effort, us-

1https://github.com/CarouselDancing/
DanceGraph

ing considerably-optimized components for ren-
dering, physics, AI, and more. Sensory hard-
ware vendors frequently supply libraries that can
connect with such game engines so that develop-
ers can write logic based on sensor data retrieved
or applied during the engine’s frame update step.

A significant, but preventable, source of la-
tency is polling the data and performing net-
working logic at the rate of the often broadly-
purposed game engine’s update step. Ensur-
ing synchronization between a local signal and
a remote avatar representation involves multiple
steps, including polling the local signal, send-
ing it to the networking subsystem, transmitting
it over the network, and updating the remote
client application. However, these steps add to
the overall latency, which can be further com-
pounded by the structure of the game engine and
the buffering of data. Therefore, DanceGraph is
intentionally engine agnostic and decoupled by
means of adapters connecting the chosen client
engine, which may be implemented as native
plugins, inter-process communication (IPC), or
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message passing and streaming.
The signal, in order to be synchronized with

the remote avatar representation, needs to be
polled in the local application, then sent to the
networking subsystem, which will then send the
data to the remote client (most likely at a future
update step due to buffering or execution order),
which will be transmitted over the network to the
remote client application, which will read that
data during its own update step and inform the
client avatar at that or a future update step. A
number of update steps are executed due to the
game engine structure, and each step adds to the
total latency. Despite recent mechanisms such
as low latency frame syncing [6] game engines
can still exhibit as much as 120ms of lag over
and above network lag.

3.2 Producer-Consumers and Adaptors

The DanceGraph architecture is implemented
primarily in C++ to enable a portable and low-
latency, high-performance approach to commu-
nications between sensors, applications, and
other clients across the network.

Network signals are passed into DanceGraph
through ‘producer’ modules (typically these are
hardware drivers or network listeners), and are
distributed via the Signal Manager onto ’con-
sumer’ modules (typical uses for these are to
pass signals onward to the network, or to pass
them to a game engine or DCC for viewing, or
saving data to a file). Consumers are preferably
written to be agnostic to the type of signal data
being consumed. A producer’s signal may be
routed to multiple consumers. In the current im-
plementation, real-time motion capture is per-
formed by the sensor hardware and SDK, with
the use of a ZED2 camera, and the Dancegraph
producer module merely performs the task of
passing the tracking data to the client. Producers
can be written either to extract tracking infor-
mation from other suitably-functional cameras,
or alternatively, to calculate the tracked motion
themselves from raw camera data. The actual
routing of the data is performed by the signal

2https://www.stereolabs.com/zed-2/

manager, a relatively simple portion of the ar-
chitecture, which keeps track of which producer
signals are linked to which consumers directly
by means of pointers to in-memory data struc-
tures, allocated by the manager itself, in addition
to optionally associating metadata as necessary.

In order to view sensor data incoming from
consumers, the architecture provides for a na-
tive language plugin, e.g. a C++ plugin for
the Unity game engine, which receives data in
a shared memory interprocess communication
or other data transfer mechanism. These signal
Adapter modules, such as the Pose Adaptor, em-
bedded within the game engine, convert or mar-
shal the received signal data into data structures
suitable for rendering using the game engine’s
typical scripting mechanisms.

3.3 Bandwidth Reduction

In the context of real-time online synchronous
dance little time is afforded to compression of
motion signals, therefore in this work, we fo-
cus on low-cost quantization of quaternion pose
joint orientations. Each joint of our sparse
human avatar rig was analyzed independently
across a range of dance motions to efficiently
define per joint and quaternion component’s nu-
merical ranges, in order to determine compres-
sion with minimal loss of data. Furthermore,
because of the redundancy in the quaternion
representation, one of the quaternion compo-
nents could be discarded and reconstructed from
the other three; for this particular use-case, the
‘w’ component of an (x, y, z, w) quaternion
was almost always the largest, and therefore the
best candidate to be dropped, negating the need
to use two bits per quaternion to indicate the
dropped component.

This lossless approach reduced overall mo-
tion data signal transmissions to two-thirds of
the original network data stream size. A per-
ceptually unnoticeable oriented lossy compres-
sion scheme would be expected to yield further
bandwidth reductions. However, this was al-
ready sufficient to achieve 30 simultaneous on-
line dance motion signals with our Unity adapter
implementation of DanceGraph (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Thirty connected simulated dancers, generated using prerecorded motion signals transmitted
among DanceGraph clients, the signals being simulated are indistinguishable from those
generated in real-time by live ZED camera captured dancers.

3.4 Measured Latency Reductions

We demonstrate latency savings when compared
with similar networked applications. For the
first two of these comparisons, we compared la-
tency with a regular dance networking imple-
mentation, using the ZED SDK for Unity, and
the Mirror3 networking system with the Sync-
Vars method of synchronizing each dancers’
pose state.

3.4.1 Bypass of Engine Networking

By intercepting the signals from the hardware
and passing them directly upstream to the net-
work, we gain the most significant latency sav-
ings. Here, packets are queued to the network
immediately upon being processed by the ZED
native C++ SDK, rather than via ZED’s Unity
C# plugin interface.

In our tests, the regular Unity method was
able to acquire the packet in the engine’s C#
scripting language 79.3ms after the ZED cam-
era image of the footage was retrieved from the
device into RAM. In Unity then, it was queued
upstream, using the SyncVars method provided
by the Mirror networking library. By contrast,
DanceGraph is able to queue the tracking data
to the network within 16.5ms on average from
the baseline footage. This results in an average
saving of 62.8ms, short-cutting both the Unity
update loop and game engine networking infras-

3https://mirror-networking.gitbook.io/docs/trivia/a-
history-of-mirror

tructure. We note the bulk of the remaining time
is spent solving the tracking pose from the cam-
era image within the native ZED SDK and a fur-
ther source of latency optimization opportunity.

3.4.2 Ablation Measure of Bypassing
Engine Update Delays

As well as offering significant latency savings by
circumventing regular game engine networking
infrastructure, our direct as possible offers large
savings when measured isolated from network-
ing and viewing only locally generated signals.
Here, the signal is sent to the game engine on the
local machine for viewing in the engine.

Again, the regular Unity method takes about
79.3ms until the signal is available to the en-
gine’s scripting facilities. With our method,
the signal reached Unity 24.8ms after the cam-
era image was retrieved into RAM, on average,
therefore our DanceGraph architecture gives a
latency saving of 54.5ms independently of net-
working and only subject to engine update loop
architecture delays.

3.4.3 Optimized Network Buffering

One further saving is in the native Dance-
Graph’s bespoke network buffering infrastruc-
ture in comparison to that of more flexible im-
plementations. The Unity Transport Package
implementation, as implemented in their ’Boss
Room’ demo, gives a round trip networking time
of over 16ms.
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Figure 3: Feature-based dance stylization and
motion amplification in Blender at
30fps. The checked model is the origi-
nal dancing avatar, and the grey model
is our amplified stylized avatar motion
showing wider hip sway motions.

Here, the DanceGraph system is able to route
the network infrastructure from the client to the
server to another client in just under 10ms, on
average, saving 3.01ms in network buffering.
This saving is in addition to that described in the
above section on engine networking bypass.

4 Rhythmic Motion Prediction for
Synchronous Online Dance

Whilst the above steps can be used to signifi-
cantly reduce the latency due to client software,
the physical limitation of time a digital signal
takes to transmit from one remote location to an-
other in addition to the regular latency of exter-
nal networking infrastructure is inevitable. To
counter this hard constraint, we employ a syn-
thetic motion correction in the Rythmic Dance
Prediction Transformer (Figure 1) to alter the in-
coming pose sequences according to the rhyth-
mic motion features of the dance’s local music
time context so that the remote dancers appear
locally to have synchronous ’in-time’ motions
with the musical beat.

For example, in the 50020-salsa-1-stageii
salsa dance sample from the MoSh dataset[9]
(also part of AMASS[11]) we identify the domi-
nant periods (or periodogram) of the time-series

of joint motions of the dance, e.g. the extrem-
ities of hip-sway motions, and the remap these
detected rhythmic motion features in time ac-
cording to the beat of the musical sequence.

Since we drive motion temporal corrections
on the sparse avatar rig skeletal motion into the
MoSh[9] IK framework, resulting motions are
physically plausible accordingly. Further, deep
learning advances for sparse rig-to-mesh motion
models can be applied similarly.

As a natural extension of our dance motion
feature detection, we can simply amplify the pe-
riodic motions to yield exaggerated and empha-
sized dance motions of avatars (see figure 3)
with controlled parameterization of body motion
zones such as hips, shoulders, hands, etc.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a novel architecture that tack-
les the challenge of achieving synchronized on-
line dancing between remote dance partners.
Our approach breaks down the problem by de-
signing a bandwidth-efficient architecture that
directly minimizes lag and reduces the duration
of motion prediction needed for synchronization
with the music’s rhythm. We provide a survey of
motion synthesis works to set the context for our
online dance synchronization with our real-time
prediction method.

Additionally, dance rhythmic synchronization
for networked dancers with prediction provides
robustness to long-duration hitches in lag be-
tween partners, occasional but common connec-
tion lapses, and affords a new framework for live
dance styling. We introduce such a method for
the parameterized stylization of dance motions
that leverages our synchronous online dance
correctives. Our findings pave the way for
more effective solutions in achieving robust on-
line dancing bringing geographically dispersed
dance partners closer together than before.
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